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SIGNIFICATION ET SINIFICATION / Christian Dotremont. 1950

Inbox
x

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

4:06 PM (21 hours ago)
to marco
hi marco
i just found this at the GAMMM site
SIGNIFICATION ET SINIFICATION / Christian Dotremont. 1950
http://gammm.org/index.php/2007/07/30/signification-et-sinification-christian-dotremont-1950/
great to see it!
i didn't know it was online, but it's been there since 2007.
we published it, in Guido's translation, in Xtant 4, in 2004, with the following note:

"essay by Christian Dotremont, originally in French. Tim Gaze got Guido Vermeulen to translate
it into English. Guido sent it to David Stone for proofing. Guido wants all three mentioned, with
countries, to show the network in action as a sort of global cooperative. Guido lives in Belgium,
Gaze in Australia, Stone in Baltimore."

this is an important text for the pre-history of asemic writing.

and the network Guido found so important continues with you. Guido lives in Belgium, Gaze in
Australia, Stone in Baltimore, Marco in Rome.

Marco Giovenale

7:00 PM (18 hours ago)
to me
that is a great thing, jim. thanks!
i'm stunned.



and really happy for what you write.

Tim has been of great help in giving me/us the translation. i didn't know (or i don't remember)
the piece came from such a wonderful collab activity.

i added right now the infos you gave me. refresh the page & take a look :)

hugs!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

11:21 PM (14 hours ago)
to Marco
beautiful, Marco.
this is how Filliou's Eternal Network continues to work.
thank you again.

Marco Giovenale

5:29 AM (7 hours ago)
to me

! Indeed !

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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SUBJECTIVE ASEMIC POSTULATES, PART 2

Inbox
x

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 7
to JOHN, marco, Olchar, De, Nico, andrew, Slobodan, suzan, Tim
SUBJECTIVE ASEMIC POSTULATES, PART 2

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

Asemic writing did not evolve from handwriting, it



emerged from typewriting, and more specifically
from typing on a keyboard for a computer screen.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

Asemic writing developed from typography, not
from calligraphy.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

Asemic writing is derived from the manipulation
of letter-arrangements in words, phrases and
sentences.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

Asemic writing did not come into being as a
result of emptying the mind and imitating
the processes of nature. It came into being as
a result of activating the mind and analyzing
the processes of writing.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

We can read things that are not written. We can
be frustrated in our attempts to read things that
are not written. But we gain nothing and learn
nothing by choosing to call things that are not
written asemic writing. We look at the sand on
a beach, or the bark on a tree, or the ripples in
a stream, and we can if we wish say that we are
reading what we are looking at, or that we are
unable to read what we are looking at, even
though in some ways it reminds us of writing,
but it does not become writing if we take a
photograph of it, it only becomes a photograph,
and it does not become writing if we make a
rubbing or an imprint, it only becomes a rubbing
or an imprint.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

Asemic writing began as a kind of experimental



textual poetry, not as visual poetry or visual
writing. It was in a sense a by-product of the
processes of recombination, permutation,
improvisation, and iteration.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

Asemic writing has as one of its immediate
antecedents my experiment of rewriting a
John M. Bennett poem while thinking about
Stephen Smale's horseshoe map and the
concept of topological mixing. Words and
letters that begin far apart will eventually
be close together, and words and letters
that begin close together will eventually
be far apart.  The variations are at least
in theory endless. (cf., Am Horseshoe,
John M. Bennett & Jim Leftwich, Luna
Bisonte Prods, 1996)

I took this kind of procedural experimentation
and added to it a subjective, processual stage
of associational improvisation. One source
text could provide the initial conditions, so to
speak, for the generation of a long series of
derivative texts.

The kinds of texts produced via these procedures
and processes seemed at least potentially
destined for asemia. The crucial aspect of this
critical concept was (and is) its existence as
potential, not as actuality.

Therefore, then and now: no such thing as asemic
writing, only a kind of unattainable goal posited
as a source of energy for our ongoing textual
mutations.

/\\\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/////\/\\//\\\/\/\/\/\\/\\/\/\\\\\/\/\///\/\/\\\/\\/\/\\/\/\\/\\

My first explorations of quasi-calligraphic faux
writing came the morning after a particularly
intense experience of taking what Terence



McKenna called a "heroic dose" of psilocybin
mushrooms. I had experienced a complete
annihilation of the self, and not one of merging
harmoniously with the universe, rather one of
being ripped apart, as if in a ritual sparagmos.
The next morning i was sitting in my car and i
started for the first time to write lines of illegible
fake writing. It felt as if i were being guided to do
this, as a kind of healing for the night before.
When i sent some of these pages to John Bennett
for LAFT he called  them "spirit writings". I had
no argument with that name. Later Tim Gaze
published a book of them with that title. My
contribution to the recent Anthology of Asemic
Handwriting is taken from that book, in response
to a request from Tim.

07.06.2015

Nico Vassilakis

Jul 7
to me, JOHN, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, Slobodan, suzan, Tim
Perhaps the writing done that morning in your car was a perfect expression of detachment
viewed backwards and an in-depth reenactment of the previous night's experience. Logic is not
always that precise, it too gets mistaken. And I love it for this.

But, I'm not entirely sure about -Asemic writing began as a kind of experimental
textual poetry, not as visual poetry or visual
writing. It was in a sense a by-product of the
processes of recombination, permutation,
improvisation, and iteration.

I can see how you might say that about yourself, your work. It makes sense, but I'm not sure it
can be equally applied to others or to all across the asemic board game. Taking a stand
between typewriting and calligraphy is interesting too. Not so necessary tho, I'd think, these
days, right. The more that art enters writing, the more writing gets altered. Not always in good
ways or oppositely.

These factors or aspects you ascribe to asemic, processes of recombination, permutation,
improvisation, and iteration, are readily available in the other strains you say aren't, no?



Anyway, I like manifesto spews and glad to be looped in. Someday to make it to you're fests. Or
maybe you need a NYC stop.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 7
to Nico, JOHN, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, Slobodan, suzan, Tim
hi Nico

this is some of my personal history as it intersected with the early days of what became the
current asemic movement.

when Tim and i started using the word asemic in late 1997/early 1998 no one else was using it
in the context of experimental poetry.
and Tim learned the word from me.
so how i came to be using the word is of some relevance to how what became the
contemporary asemic movement came into being.

the pre-history came later, as research, once the word had been put into circulation by Tim and
myself.

you really should come down for a festival some time. we have fun.

Nico Vassilakis

Jul 7
to me, JOHN, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, Slobodan, suzan, Tim
Love the personal history, don't get me wrong.

What was tom taylor's input with asemia.

I know you're into being a post-aseminik these days and I understand why, but what island will
the poor Subjective Illegible movement inhabit and where will they hang their asemic art.

When you can, I'd like to hear more about asemia=experimental textual writing. It interests me
where you might be coming from. I'm guessing it has to do something with post-Language
poetics and that time zone. There was a shift happening back then that could have led to your
findings.

Allbest & always enjoy our short chats on these matters.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>



Jul 8
to Nico, JOHN, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, Slobodan, suzan, Tim
tom taylor was very interested in the textual/letteral work, not so much in the later
quasi-calligraphic asemia.

i'm not entirely post- asemic writing, but i am entirely anti- asemic art.

by the mid-90s i was tired of reading Language-related texts, post- or otherwise.
by 1997 i was reading Moshe Idel's books on Abulafia, Ulises Carrion on the new art of making
books, and
everything i could get my hands on by and/or about Bob Cobbing.
i was thinking about Abulafia's letter-combinations (tzeruf otiot), Cobbing reading rocks, and
Carrion's notion of a book as a space-time sequence.

by 1999 i was doing pretty much the same thing Tim was doing, as he described it in this
preface to The Oxygen of Truth:
"I produce these works while physically excited but mentally still. Usually late at night, when
stoned and drunk, with intense music such as drum’n’bass or dub reggae playing, in a “no mind”
state."
the main difference being i wasn't stoned and drunk, only drunk, and i was listening to Charles
Gayle and Evan Parker.

Nico Vassilakis

Jul 8
to me, JOHN, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, Slobodan, suzan, Tim
"I'm not entirely post- asemic writing, but i am entirely anti- asemic art."

This part makes good sense. And I always like hearing the conditions involved in the creating.

Hmm. In my early vids I chose different drugs to work with for each.

John Bennett

Jul 8
to Nico, me, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, Slobodan, suzan, Tim
heh - my main drug was garlic, olive oil, and hot peppers (still is),  tho i certainly enjoyed the
great tequila when i lived in México

writing or drawing when very tired is a good thing to do, unexpected results occur

On Wed, Jul 8, 2015 at 1:39 PM, Nico Vassilakis <shoehorns@msn.com> wrote:
>



> "I'm not entirely post- asemic writing, but i am entirely anti- asemic art."
>
> This part makes good sense. And I always like hearing the conditions involved in the creating.
>
> Hmm. In my early vids I chose different drugs to work with for each.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> > On Jul 8, 2015, at 1:16 PM, Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com> wrote:
> >
> > 'm not entirely post- asemic writing, but i am entirely anti- asemic art.

--
Dr. John M. Bennett
LUNA BISONTE PRODS
137 Leland Ave.
Columbus, OH 43214 USA

Curator, Avant Writing Collection
Rare Books & MSS Library
19 Thompson Library
1858 Neil Av Mall
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210 USA

www.johnmbennett.net
http://www.flickr.com/photos/beblank
http://library.osu.edu/sites/rarebooks/avantwriting/
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/lunabisonteprods
http://www.flickr.com/photos/cmehrlbennett
http://johnmbennettpoetry.blogspot.com/
LOST & FOUND TIMES: https://kb.osu.edu/dspace/handle/1811/45310

Boban



Jul 8
to John, Nico, me, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
Sleepy body and awakened mind - I agree!

b
________________________________
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Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 8
to Boban, John, Nico, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
probably the biggest influence on me was publishing Juxta and corresponding with the core
group of contributors -- John Bennett, Tom Taylor, Jake Berry, and Michael Basinski. that, and
reading LAFT... Basinksi essays and issues of LAFT are stronger medicine than the
psychoactive plants!

John Bennett

Jul 8
to me, Boban, Nico, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
absolutely agree.  the plants, or fatique, or too much pasta, can help distract one's mind a bit
from the clichés and pre-established patterns that run through it, so as to find and see
somethung unexpected.  but the other medicines prepare the field, make the space for the
unexpected to play out in.  or something like that

Nico Vassilakis

Jul 8
to me, Boban, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
Right, LAFTer is the best medicine.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to Nico, Boban, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Jim Leftwich, Jan 27, 1998 (to Tim Gaze):



A seme is a unit of meaning, or the smallest unit of meaning (also known as a sememe,
analogous with phoneme). An asemic text, then, might be involved with units of language for
reasons other than that of producing meaning.

Tim Gaze
preface to The Oxygen of Truth
The word “asemic” means “having no semantic content.”
November, 1999

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

from Wikipedia
Asemic writing is a wordless open semantic form of writing.
The word asemic means "having no specific semantic content".

1) Asemic writing is a wordless open semantic form of writing.
When did asemic writing become wordless?
Who made the decision?
Why was it important for this kind of writing to be without
words?
Does the person who made this decision know that the definition is historically inaccurate?

2) The word asemic means "having no specific semantic content".
When did the word "specific" get added to this definition?
Who made the decision to add it?
Why was it important that the semantic content not be specific?
In this context, how is asemic writing different from polysemous
writing, or ambiguous writing?
Would it not be more accurate to define "asemic" as "having no semantic content"?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Boban

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to me, Nico, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
Should be said that "sema" means sign. Etymologically, it comes from "thought", and thoughts
are same as ideas (eidos comes from weid - vision, projection, picture, thought etc.)



There is a lot in word play here - significant would originally mean meaningful, insignificant
would then be same as "asemic", but the problem is that "insignificant" denotes a quality in
specific context, that would corrupt this concept of "asemic".
However, asemic has been misunderstood too often, as Jim mentioned. Painting something
resembling writing is not asemic writing. It falls into different category of visual asociation,
decoration, calligraphy, etc.

As I understand it, asemic has to do with deconstruction of systems of meaning, because one
bit of meaning with no context, a stand alone meaning (sign), is exactly what you get when you
are asemic - only in conjecture with other "different" meanings one actually deals with
"meaningful" context.

All systems as we know them, language, mathematics and so on, are axiomatic and therefore
arbitrary. Asemic is pointing out at the root of semantics - the thing that is forgotten as soon as
we immerse ourselves in the play of logic, asuming that it is absolute in all respects (meaning,
order, priorities, etc.).
Asemic therefore brings back our attention to the very beginning of the concievement or
creation of the world, because the world is a construct and/or an interpretation and is always
percieved linearly as a cause/effect reaction.

Being asemic means being mindful.
It deconstructs the delusion of the "order and meaning" as given by nature or any other
superior/authoritarian source (like God for instance).

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to Boban, Nico, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
hi Bobi
We are thinking about this in the same way.

Nico Vassilakis

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to Boban, me, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
Asemic brings us back. I like that. It always seemed to be prewriting to me. Bringing it back, in
order to move forward again anew.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to Nico, Boban, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
but moving forward out of texts and textual poems.



a writing against itself.
we cannot claim to be anywhere other than where we are, immersed in a textual world.
prewriting for us will be a writing in the ruins, after-writing.
and that in itself can be a cause for several kinds of celebration.

Boban

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to me, Nico, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
A writer always encounters this problem:

There is something to say, but the question is, who wants to say it?
A writer can easily become a tool for an idea which, by default, must project itself, must
advertise itself, must justify, explain itself.
This is where mindfulness comes to play, and asemic writing, as a method, takes over (if the
author understands what is really going on).

Nico Vassilakis

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to me, Boban, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
I get that, but my interests still include the pre and post word. What letters do before merging to
become word and what's happening after the word is exhausted. For me, it's always the letters,
the sign/symbols, that exist in an incubator preparing to scrum into word. There is a moment
though when letters are free and unencumbered and this could be asemia.

Boban

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to Nico, me, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
Letters are visual signs to represent sounds. Nothing to do with meaning. It has a lot to do with
rhythm.
A poet always looks for sound first than the meaning, and plays with meaning the same way as
he plays with sound.

Boban

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to Nico, me, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
Asemia doesn't mean ignorance.
Meaningless is not same as ignorant.
Meaningless dethrones authority of meaning, which is always arbitrary.
Asemia is a critical tool.



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to Boban, Nico, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
Bobi -- we are in the neighborhood of nearly saying what we are not saying, which is all we
need to do.

Nico -- if the letters have been with words, then they will be with meanings, and the readings will
be frustrated, and this is the arena for the practice of asemia. it is the territory covered in the
training manual, in which asemic writing is only a small chapter.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to Boban, Nico, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
exactly, Bobi.
but no one here is suggesting otherwise.

Nico Vassilakis

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to Boban, me, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
Ignorance is not what I'm saying, do you think it is?

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to Nico, Boban, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
i know that's not what you're saying, Nico. i think Bobi knows too.

our annual festival here starts in a few minutes for me. we're getting together at the Art Rat
studio to set everything up, and folks will be arriving throughout the evening. i probably won't be
back to this discussion until Monday (by which time i'll probably have no chance of catching
up!).

Boban

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to me, Nico, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
I mention ignorance for specific reason.
Empirical knowledge is one kind of knowledge, like engineering knowledge, or any knowledge
that refers to manipulating elements of this world, including social structures and systems,



interpersonal relations, etc. All these are the usual contents of text, and following internal logic
of such experienced world will not result in asemic writing. All concepts included will have at
least some meaning taken for granted, even though they are often at war with each other. That
is the world of meanings, and as has been noted long time ago, it is a never ending war, the
thing that lits up and puts out with measure.

This kind of knowledge is ignorance from the asemic point of view, because it automatically
avoids the insight into its own origin, thus never questioning its credibility for existence.

One can easily get entangled inside the bubble and never even conceive that it is so.
The difference between education and knowledge of how things really are.

This comes to the "meaning" of asemic as "meaningless".
All ideas pretend that they are meaningful, and all ideas will automatically opose asemic
method, because it excludes them as a source of knowledge, thus depriving them of meaning.
Meaning is a thing of authority.

How much people are entangled with ideas, and how difficult it is to learn how to deal with them
as being such impostors, needs not be really said. Or, maybe, it should be said.

Nico Vassilakis

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to Boban, me, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
interesting, b.
To flip the coin on meaning makes the case for the asemic mind.
That's good provocation.
One question: how does one not get entangled with words or are words not part of the vision.
Are words excused.
You mean ignorance as an inability to conceive of other perspectives.
It's unreasonable to that other world.
Those meaners of authority will never abide. That's shown over and over again.
Advertise asemia and suppurate your woks.

Boban

Jul 9 (13 days ago)
to Nico, me, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
Surely, ignorance as opposite to intelligence. Inability to acquire knowledge.
The problem is, following protocols is often confused with "knowing how". This is literally
"artificial intelligence" - a big promise from scientists, but will be realised in "future". The real AI
is actually bureaucratic mind.



Now, words.
If words belong to a semantic system, they are not really at our disposal, because we must
follow protocols to fulfil demand of the underlying logic.
That wolud not be asemic (writing). There is no exception to this, and clearly, "meaningful"
means "obedient", following the rules.

In real life, breaking the rules means opposing the system, which is punishable (more or less),
but never tolerated. This is because ideas rule human mind and they demand absolute loyalty.

Asemic writing is same as informel or abstract painting. Artist plays with association of meaning,
but is never explicite. This literally forces the consumer of art, or the author himself, to think
through instead of simply filling the form.

Nico Vassilakis

Jul 10 (12 days ago)
to Boban, me, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim

"There is no exception to this,"

I think o like your brain

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jul 10 (12 days ago)
to Nico, Boban, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
just checking in on this thread, no time to do much more than read it now.
i see that i knew what i was doing when i included Bobi here (insert smiley face) -- i like the way
you think about this.
now off to buy some food for the festival performers...

Boban

Jul 10 (12 days ago)
to me, Nico, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
I always wanted to precisely explain why is a poem good or not good.
Turned out to be a life long task :)

Nico Vassilakis



Jul 11 (11 days ago)
to Boban, me, John, marco, Olchar, De, andrew, suzan, Tim
Some of you've seen this already, but
http://halvard-johnson.blogspot.com/2015/07/nico-vassilakis-essay.html?m=1
Here's my take, if it's worth a thing.

Marco Giovenale

Jul 11 (11 days ago)
to Nico, Slobodan, De, me, John, Olchar, Tim, andrew, suzan

Sorry I'm in a crazy chaos and can't focus on the thread. But I'll be back asap... Thanks a lot for
the suggestions. Several ones...
Why don't you publish this conversation? @ facebook? Blogs... ?

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

1:36 PM (3 hours ago)
to Marco, Nico, Slobodan, De, John, Olchar, Tim, andrew, suzan
Marco
i think it's a good idea to publish this, just as it is, if everyone else here is in agreement.

John Bennett

2:00 PM (3 hours ago)
to me, Marco, Nico, Slobodan, De, Olchar, Tim, andrew, suzan
good idea, yes

Marco Giovenale

2:50 PM (2 hours ago)
to John, Slobodan, De, me, suzan, Olchar, Nico, andrew, Tim

Ok for me.
If you want to cook a pdf I'll be glad to serve it as an extra/special dish @ box.com, in the
asemic stuff folder !

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||



Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

Jun 14

to marco

Marco Giovenale

Four questions about asemic writing

1. Do you think the practice of asemic writing is something different from visual
poetry? Or a part of it?

Not long ago I saw something entitled "asemic landscape" -- surely this is some kind of visual

art, and not any kind of writing, visual or otherwise.

Your asemic sigils, Marco, are a very interesting contextualization for the word "asemic". I

cannot think of a sigil as a visual poem. I appreciate that limitation very much.

The notion of asemic magick makes me hear, echoing deep in the crevices of my mind, what I

imagine to be the sound of Aleister Crowley laughing (though maybe it is only Austin Osman
Spare).

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||      |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Austin Osman Spare:



Sigils are used to enable two things to occur. l) Effective communion with subconscious

levels. 2) The lodging of a desire or wish at subconscious levels without the conscious mind
being involved or aware.

My formula and Sigils for sub-conscious activity are a means of inspiration, capacity or

genius, and a means of accelerating evolution. An economy of energy and a method of
learning by enjoyment.

For the construction of Sigils the ordinary alphabet is used. The desire for super-human

strength could be formulated as follows: "I desire the strength of my tigers." In order to Sigilise
this desire, put down on a piece of paper all the letters of which the sentence is composed,
omitting all repetitions. The resulting sequence of letters, IDESRTHNGOFMY, is then
combined and incorporated into your Sigil. ( This sequence of letters is called a glyph.) The
wish, thus Sigilised, must then be forgotten; that is to say, the conscious mind must desist
from thinking about it at any time other than the magickal time, for the belief becomes true
and vital by striving against it in the consciousness and by giving it (the Sigil) form. Not by the
striving of faith.

By virtue of the Sigil you are able to send your desire into the subconscious (the place where

all dreams meet.) All desire, whether for pleasure or knowledge that cannot find natural
expression, can by Sigils and their formulae find fulfilment via the subconscious.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||      |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Having quoted Spare, it would be unfair to neglect entirely the words of Crowley. Here he is

from Liber 0:

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

In this book it is spoken of the Sephiroth and the Paths; of Spirits and Conjurations; of Gods,

Spheres, Planes, and many other things which may or may not exist.



It is immaterial whether these exist or not. By doing certain things certain results will follow;

students are most earnestly warned against attributing objective reality or philosophic validity
to any of them.

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

There is little danger that any student, however idle or stupid, will fail to get some result; but

there is great danger that he will be led astray, obsessed and overwhelmed by his results,
even though it be by those which it is necessary that he should attain. Too often, moreover, he
mistaketh the first resting-place for the goal, and taketh off his armour as if he were a victor
ere the fight is well begun.

It is desirable that the student should never attach to any result the importance which it at first

seems to possess.

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

These rituals need not be slavishly imitated; on the contrary the student should do nothing the

object of which he does not understand; also, if he have any capacity whatever, he will find
his own crude rituals more effective than the highly polished ones of other people.

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

The general purpose of all this preparation is as follows:

5. Since the student is a man surrounded by material objects, if it be his wish to master one

particular idea, he must make every material object about him directly suggest that idea. Thus
in the ritual quoted, if his glance fall upon the lights, their number suggests Mercury; he smells
the perfumes, and again Mercury is brought to his mind. In other words, the whole magical
apparatus and ritual is a complex system of mnemonics.

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\



It is a matter for very great regret that no simple and certain test of success in this practice

exists.

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

http://hermetic.com/crowley/libers/lib6.html

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

So, to answer your question as succinctly as possible: yes, I like to think of asemic writing as

a form of visual poetry, but I also understand and welcome the fact that it is not so for
everyone.

2. Asemic texts appeared often here and there over the course of the 20th century.
Then, at the very beginning of the 21st, it seemed that a consistent part of
artists/writers, all over the world, started focusing on it. It isn't the occasional
appearance of asemics in a wider context of art, but it seems now a specific practice or
current. Do you agree?

Asemic texts, designated as such, began to appear in the houses of Tim Gaze and Jim

Leftwich in 1998. Both of these poets seemed quickly to become obsessed with the process
of making quasi-calligraphic works and calling them asemic writing. They made hundreds,
thousands of these works, and set them loose in the mail art and small press poetry networks.
Soon, Gaze was producing a magazine called Asemic. Leftwich completed the 10-issue run
of his magazine, Juxta, and in 2000 launched its replacement, a network-based periodical
entitled Xtant. Like Juxta, Xtant published experimental and visual poetries, and also began to
include asemic writings. Soon Xtantbooks began to publish chapbooks of asemia. By 2004
critics like Geof Huth and Michael Basinski were writing very visible reviews of these
publications.

http://hermetic.com/crowley/libers/lib6.html
http://hermetic.com/crowley/libers/lib6.html


Meanwhile, Tim Gaze was doing extensive research into the ancestors of asemic writing,

citing Dotremont and Michaux in the first issue of his Asemic magazine. The history was
important then, and it is important now.

3. Some authors think it can be said that something like an actual asemic “movement”
is rapidly (or slowly?) growing. Do you think so? Or do you think there’s simply a wide
constellation of different individuals, far from being defined a movement?

I honestly don't see an asemic movement, but maybe that's only because my perspective is

too skewed for me to be able to see it.  (I just don't care all that much about movements...)

As of 11:23 PM on a Saturday night in Roanoke, VA, June 13, 2015, The Facebook group,

Asemic Writing: The New Post-Literate, claims 8,642 members.

That's enough for a small army.

Or a decent-sized riot. Maybe it's the riot in the prison-house of language that Ron Silliman

called for 30 years or so ago. I could still be enthusiastic about signing up for that!

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

In 2008, Michael Jacobson asked Tim Gaze:

Is asemic writing becoming a movement?

Tim Gaze replied: A few years ago, Carlos M Luis used the term "asemic movement" in an

email to me. I was dubious, at first.



In 2008, considering that a post-grad architecture student has created a design titled Asemic

Scapes, an artist in London has intervened with asemic writing at Deptford High Street railway
station, Portuguese & Turkish translations of the term "asemic writing" are in existence, &
more & more poeple are using the term "asemic", just to think of a few examples, maybe we
can begin to speak of a movement.

I'm thinking more of a cultural movement, a visible change in society, rather than a particular

group of artists. T-shirt designs with smashed up letters have been common here for a few
years. Animated curlicues which resemble writing have been used in sophisticated television
advertising for a few years, as well. I consider these to be manifestations of a large-scale
trend by humans away from words, & towards non-verbal forms of visual communication. The
artists who designed these t-shirts & animations probably aren't aware that there's a term for
what they're creating, & that it is part of a larger trend or tendency.

I'm trying to stimulate a widespread explosion of awareness of & interest in asemic writing,

comparable to the punk explosion in the late '70s. An unstoppable chain reaction, similar to
the exponential release of neutrons when a critical mass of fissile material is assembled.

/\\//\/\/\\/\/\/\/\\\\/////\/\\\\/\\//////\\\/////\\\/\/\

...like punk... I wish... I remember when Blank Generation by Richard Hell and The Voidoids

landed on my desk at WQFS, the Guilford College radio station where I was music director in
1977... maybe that was sort of like the day I opened a large package from Tim Gaze and
found dozens of xeroxed pages by Christian Dotremont... (I am making this up as I go along,
but all of it so far is true.) I remember house shows with no-name bands on Monument
Avenue in Richmond in the fall of 1978.. I remember going to Mabuhay Gardens just to be
there, not caring in the least who was playing... I remember doing that a lot... I saw The Dead
Kennedys 15 times... I could enjoy Asemic magazine even if no authors' names were listed.. I
would return to all five issues of Asemic magazine even if no authors' names were listed in
any of them...Does anyone want to be Jello Biafra, or Henry Rollins? No one ever wanted to
be Darby Crash, not even Darby Crash.

in his preface to his 1999 book The Oxygen of Truth, Tim Gaze wrote: "I produce these works

while physically excited but mentally still. Usually late at night, when stoned and drunk, with
intense music such as drum’n’bass or dub reggae playing, in a “no mind” state. That is to say,
the part of my mind that composes ideas into words and sentences is not operating. Rather, I



make a mark, pause and look, make another mark and so on, until the page feels complete.
There is an element of dance in my movement. An intuitive, rather than logical, process. Quite
similar to Zen art."

...I think of this as a kind of writing-against-itself, maybe even a writing-that-is-no-writing... a

writing-against-itself is a writing against The Self. one of the goals of this process -- a
provisional goal, perhaps --  is to get into the "no mind" state, and to learn how to live there,
how to move in and out, to teach oneself new patterns of thinking in the process through the
contrasts.

did anyone ever really want to be a member of a movement? to watch oneself operate, a

character in an alien narrative, always in the third-person singular, even among one's
selves…



4. Anthologies, exhibits and web pages collect very different kinds of asemic works.
Some of them resemble scribbles and calligraphy, so they fit the definition of “writing”.
Others do not, since they include recognizable letters and symbols, or abstract art. Do
you think asemics can include these areas or not?

In my experience, asemic writing begins with text. The text is subjected to a series of

processes. Some processes are recombinative, others are subtractive, others are
improvisational and associational. A text is a mutagen when fed to itself repeatedly. In my
experience, the origins of asemic calligraphy are in the shapes of the printed letters. The
poem had already long ago broken the word into its syllables. We can say as a kind of
historical shorthand that Marinetti broke the syllable into its letters -- and from the Italian
Futurists to zaum, and on to Zurich, only 1909 to 1916 so far in this story, then out of that war
and into the next, out and into Isou, and everything begins to unravel and replicate, concrete,
constellations, the mimeo revolution (THE MIMEO REVOLUTION!)... to too much of
everything, everywhere, all the time... the road of excess leads to the road of excess...
Marinetti's parole in liberta as ornaments in our immersive environments... on billboards... on
buses... on t-shirts... Text, even radical, avant-garde text, has become a weapon in the war
against us, in our wars against ourselves... in the end was the word, and the word was SHIT.
What to do in such a wor(l)d? Well, we have thought, some of those among us, more times
than we can count, that maybe the time has come to wage war against the weapons, against
the weapons being used against us... So, this is how we come to the current configurations of
the concept of asemic writing... We were thinking about creating a temporary autonomous
zone deep in the crevices of our minds... and then we were thinking about taking it to the
streets. The practice of asemic writing was to have been a small part of our training manual.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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 Monday

 
 7/20, 12:46pm



 Matt Ames
 Is this Asemic writing?

 

 7/20, 1:09pm

 Jim Leftwich
 does it have no semantic content?

 no.

 

 7/20, 1:11pm

 Matt Ames
 So, yes.?

https://www.facebook.com/matt.ames.71
https://www.facebook.com/jim.leftwich.7
https://www.facebook.com/matt.ames.71


 

 7/20, 1:15pm

 Jim Leftwich
 no. it has as much semantic content as the front page of a newspaper.  the fact that it is

difficult to read doesn't mean it is asemic. asemic means, quite specifically, "having no
semantic content".

 

 7/20, 1:20pm

 Matt Ames
 Well shit. Francesco Aprile asked me to submit some pieces to his asemic zine. Thought

I'd use these. I think I know what I can do.

 

 7/20, 1:26pm

 Jim Leftwich
 his definition is probably looser than mine. the last issue i saw would indicate as much. in

recent years some folks have redefined "asemic writing" so it now applies to something
called "asemic art". i have no idea what "asemic art" might be, unless it is just another

name for "abstract art". in any case, the new definition has added the word "specific"  to
the earlier definition, so it is now sai that "asemic" means "having no specific semantic
content". i am confused as to why this is preferable to words like "polysemous" or even
"ambiguous". also, bear in mind that the new definition includes the word "wordless",

whereas  the working definition from the late 90s referred specifically to "text" and "units
of language".

 

 7/20, 1:27pm

 Jim Leftwich
 i have to go to work now, or i would probably go on a bit more about this. i've written a

fair amount on the subject if you're interested. google knows where to find it.

 

 7/20, 1:27pm

 Matt Ames
 Thanks man, I like these grey areas.

https://www.facebook.com/jim.leftwich.7
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 Today

 
 9:48am

 Matt Ames
 So, the art side of this would be to create something that looks similar to writing but is not

writing? But it couldn't say be a photograph either because what a person looking at
asemic writing sees should have no connection to anything in their memory?

 Today

 
 1:08pm

 Jim Leftwich
 a lot of folks make works that look exactly like twentieth century abstract art, but they call

them asemic writing. asemic writing is called writing because it is writing. it should have a
very strong connection to the memories and expectations of readers, in that it should

make a reader attempt to read it. if no one is attempting to read it, then there is no
expectation of it having any semantic content, therefore there is no sense in describing it
as having no semantic content. strictly speaking, a person will not be looking at asemic
writing, they will be reading it. if they are only looking at it, then it is art, and there is no

need for the modifier "asemic".

 

 1:15pm

 Jim Leftwich
 asemic writing originated with text, and was introduced as a descriptor of the potential in

certain kinds of extremely destabilized and/or distressed text. it migrated in the late 90s
over a period of maybe a year and a half, from printed text to handwritten

quasi-calligraphy. when Tim Gaze started publishing his Asemic Magazine, in 1999, he
chose to focus on the quasi-calligraphic works. his research into what he called at the

time the a ncestors of asemic writing led him to Christian Dotremont and Henri Michaux,
both of whom had produced extensive illegible (in some instances) or polysemic (in other

instances) writings. gradually, as the concept and practice of asemic writing became
more well known, it migrated increasingly towards the gestural mark, as a logical

extension of the marks produced in quasi-calligraphic handwriting.

 

 3:41pm
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 Jim Leftwich
 take a look at this

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10204831081310040&set=gm.10153556987
495229&type=1&theater

 

 

 3:44pm

 Jim Leftwich
 i love it, but finding it posted to the asemic writing group on facebook is very strange. it is

absolutely oozing an excess of semantic content. check out the comments. the
memories it evokes are amazing. personal, even purely subjective semantic content is

https://www.facebook.com/jim.leftwich.7
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10204831081310040&set=gm.10153556987495229&type=1&theater&__mref=message
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still semantic content. human experience is everything but asemic. the world is
everything but asemic.

 

 3:46pm

 Jim Leftwich
 no such thing as asemic writing. it exists as potential. the practice of asemic writing is an

aspirational practice, similar to some spiritual disciplines (tzerufe otiot, the practice of
letter-combination, from Abraham Abulafia, is probably the best example).

 

 4:06pm

 Matt Ames
 I really like a lot of that stuff, I think it's playful and has a problem solving element, how

can you make something sans meaning. I like it as a meditative practice, it makes more
sense that way, as a practice connected to an idea.

 

 4:11pm

 Jim Leftwich
 as a meditative practice it makes good sense to me. in that case, it is about the process,

the time spent during the process, and it is not about the products of that process. it isn't
about aesthetic standards and hierarchies of practitioners. however, if it is an art

movement, which some practitioners insist on claiming, then it is about aesthetics and art
stars. that's what i have been ranting against in my recent writings.

 

 4:18pm

 Matt Ames
 Yeah a lot of that stuff has cartoonish qualities which is full of symbolic meaning. Some

of it looks as though the more childlike you can do it the more likes you get. I think for
that guy I'm gonna mess around with Khmer typography and see what I can do with that.

 

 5:07pm

 Jim Leftwich
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 have you looked at the latest Utsanga
http://www.utsanga.it/

your submission doesn't necessarily have to have anything at all to do with asemic
writing.

 
 Utsanga.it | Rivista di critica e linguaggi di ricerca

 Utsanga.it è una rivista di critica e linguaggi di ricerca. Utsanga viene dal sanscrito, è un grembo o una
rivista grembo. Un focus sulla contemporaneità. Una rivista internazionale che guarda alle dinamiche e

problematiche del panorama letterario globale, alle commistioni di linguaggi alle quali la…
 utsanga.it

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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John Bennett

4:38 PM (2 hours ago)
to bennett.23, andrewtopel, baron_geraldo, Catherine, david, BenFluxus, FLUXLIST, hearsayu,
iarguell, jandafoley, me, Jorge, ladyalenavonki., lucien.suel, Ben, Olchar, ptlambert13,
richkostelanetz, shoehorns, Frederick, spidertangle, Tomislav, Cesar, doru, Greg
THIS SATURDAY JULY 25 AT THE THOMPSON LIBRARY AT THE OHIO STATE
UNIVERSITY!

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Eric Johnson <ejjohnso@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Jul 22, 2015 at 3:42 PM
Subject: [AldusSociety] Aldus "First" Saturday @ OSU's RBMS, 25 July 2015
To: aldussociety@mail-list.com

Hi everybody,

Join RBMS and their intern Megan Stypinski for a special program at 10 a.m. on Saturday, 25
July 2015, in the Jan and Jack Creighton Special Collections Reading Room at Thompson



Library for what's sure to be a wonderful program featuring a selection of approximately 60
items from RBMS' sensational holdings of Experimentalist writing and art.

Ms. Stypinski will talk about her special exhibit entitled “Exploring Interconnectedness in
Experimentalist Writing and Art through the Works of Absurdists, Beats, and Avant Writers” that
will examine the progression of the avant-garde style of expressionistic writing and art by
moving through a showcase of inspiring writers and works. Featured items will range from the
Absurdist plays of Samuel Beckett, to the poetry and prose of Beat writers such as Burroughs,
Ginsberg, and Kerouac, and culminate with the works from artists such as John and C. Mehrl
Bennett, Jim Leftwich, Scott Helms, and Marilyn Rosenberg, among others, from the Avant
Writing Collection at Ohio State University. The Avant portion will encompass pieces from
different decades and styles to demonstrate how the art has progressed over time and how it fits
in with the Absurdists and Beat poets. In order to show the extent of which Avant art has grown,
however, the majority of the pieces will highlight newer works from the past decade that may be
relatively unknown. The hope is to cultivate an appreciation for the individual uniqueness of
these movements as well as their interconnectedness.

All materials in the exhibit will be available for attendees to examine and page through for
themselves.Everyone is welcome and Megan would love to see as many people as possible at
this special event! Spread the word and bring a friend!

Eric

---------------------------------------------------------
Caution: If you reply to this email, your reply will go to all members of the Aldus Society Forum
(listserv). If you want to respond directly to the person sending this email, send your email to
that person's email address.
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All Different All the Same
Remembering Blaster Al Ackerman
by Jim Leftwich & John M. Bennett
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